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Low-Latency Communication in LTE and WiFi Using Spatial Diversity and Encoding Redundancy

Yu YU†(a), Stepan KUCERA††, Nonmembers, Yuto LIM†, and Yasuo TAN†, Members

SUMMARY In mobile and wireless networks, controlling data delivery latency is one of open problems due to the stochastic nature of wireless channels, which are inherently unreliable. This paper explores how the current best-effort throughput-oriented wireless services might evolve into latency-sensitive enablers of new mobile applications such as remote three-dimensional (3D) graphical rendering for interactive virtual/augmented-reality overlay. Assuming that the signal propagation delay and achievable throughput meet the standard latency requirements of the user application, we examine the idea of trading excess/federated bandwidth for the elimination of non-negligible delay of data re-ordering, caused by temporal transmission failures and buffer overflows. The general system design is based on (i) spatially diverse data delivery over multiple paths with uncorrelated outage likelihoods; and (ii) forward packet-loss protection (FPP), creating encoding redundancy for proactive recovery of intolerably delayed data without end-to-end retransmissions. Analysis and evaluation are based on traces of real life traffic, which is measured in live carrier-grade long term evolution (LTE) networks and campus WiFi networks, due to no such system/environment yet to verify the importance of spatial diversity and encoding redundancy. Analysis and evaluation reveal the seriousness of the latency problem and that the proposed FPP with spatial diversity and encoding redundancy can minimize the delay of re-ordering. Moreover, a novel FPP effectiveness coefficient is proposed to explicitly represent the effectiveness of FPP implementation.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, wireless networks and associated technologies are playing more important role in human daily life. Two frequently used wireless networks are cellular networks and wireless local area network (WLAN). On one hand, the first and second generations of cellular networks for mobile communications provided users with basic connectivity using analog and digital technology, respectively. The third generation networks, such as the code division multiple access (CDMA) based high speed packet access (HSPA) systems, enabled mobile Internet access in addition to wireless voice telephony. The fourth generation is represented by the current orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) based long term evolution (LTE) systems that has emerged to be a true mobile broadband solution for heterogeneous traffic consisting of voice, video, and Internet data with higher deployment and maintenance costs. On the other hand, the WLAN specified by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 protocol family (WiFi) is being deployed continuously. The 802.11 family consists of a series of half-duplex over-the-air modulation techniques that use the same basic protocol. 802.11-1997 was the first wireless networking standard in the family, but 802.11b was the first widely accepted one, followed by 802.11a, 802.11g, 802.11n, and 802.11ac. 802.11b and 802.11a works in the 2.4 GHz band with direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) based transmission scheme and in the 5 GHz band with orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), respectively. 802.11g is the third modulation standard that works in the 2.4 GHz band with OFDM. 802.11n is an amendment that improves upon 802.11 standards by adding multiple-input multiple-output antennas (MIMO), operates on both the 2.4 GHz and the 5 GHz bands. The latest amendment is 802.11ac which supports wider channels in the 5 GHz band, more spatial streams, higher-order modulation, and the addition of Multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO). Different to cellular networks, WiFi only provides excellent communication quality for users at low deployment costs in small coverage area.

Modern mobile devices, such as smart phones and tablets, already support multi-technology multi-band networking: they are commonly equipped with multiple LTE, WiFi transceivers operational in multiple licensed and unlicensed frequency bands. However, users only utilize one of the technologies at a time, either by user choice or by device control mechanisms. They have one aspect in common: best-effort data delivery, but without any quality of service (QoS) guaranteed by the network [1]. Opening gap between the growths of revenue and mobile data traffic [2], [3] brought general interest to enable new latency-sensitive applications such as steering and control of real and virtual objects (Tactile Internet), remote three-dimensional (3D) graphical rendering for virtual/augmented-reality overlay, remote traffic control of self-driving cars and drones, closed loop control of industrial processes, and gaming [4], [5]. To overcome these challenges, third generation partnership project (3GPP) radio access network (RAN) presented to the IEEE 802.11 wireless next generation standing committee, briefing them on the 3GPP work done in Rel-13 for LTE-WLAN aggregation (LWA) and LTE WLAN radio level in-
integration with IPsec tunnel (LWIP) [6]. For a user, LWA offers seamless usage of both LTE and WiFi networks and substantially increased performance. For a cellular operator, LWA simplifies WiFi deployment, improves system utilization, and reduces network operation and management costs. Yet, LWA is still under developing phase, and there is no real system/environment to evaluate these multi-path technologies. This research uses real life traffic to verify the significance of the spatial diversity. The real life traffic consists of three parts: LTE Macrocell (MC) data, LTE Small cell (SC) data, and WiFi data. In this research, the SC encompasses both femtocell and picocell.

Data transmission among wireless mobile devices via WiFi or LTE networks is handled by transport layer protocols and the most widely used is transmission control protocol (TCP). In fact, there are severe limitations on the performance of TCP usage over wireless networks. Assuming that the fundamental propagation delay of the infrastructure due to non-zero physical signal propagation and transmission duration is within the user application tolerance, the objective of this research is to define, formulate and investigate forward packet-loss protection (FPP) for minimizing delay of data re-ordering in the transport layer. A re-ordering event is defined as a time-wise contiguous sequence of out-of-order packets (not in-order packets) excluding any in-order packets (the sequence number is contiguous vary with time). Such events are caused by retransmissions after buffer overflows and failures of basic transmission processes (decoding, integrity checks, error recovery, and segment re-assembly). Moreover, our focus is precisely on LTE and WiFi networks, whose channel quality reporting targets the block error rate of 10% at the physical layer, thus implying a strong default dependence on retransmissions for error-free data transfer. The main scope of this paper is to propose the FPP and analyze the severity of the delay of re-ordering in wireless links that considers forward packet-loss protection on the basis of random linear codes. The quantification of data re-ordering is summarized in Sect. 4. Here, the real life traffic traces of MC and SC networks in USA, and WiFi network in Japan are used for the quantitative analysis. The influence of spatial diversity and encoding redundancy are discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this research work.

2. Background and Motivation

2.1 Background

Controlling data delivery latency is one of the open problems in mobile and wireless networks. Network latency is a term that is used to indicate any kind of delay that happens in data communication over a network, including propagation delay in the physical layer, queuing delay in the data link layer and the network layer, and delay of re-ordering in the transport layer. Propagation delay and queuing delay occur due to the limited speed of signal propagation and waiting time in limited buffer size, respectively. Compared to these delays that can be minimized through the hardware upgrade, the delay of re-ordering is the main issue that has to be minimized for latency-sensitive communication.

The end-to-end connection that encounters small delays, is called low-latency communication whereas connection that suffers long delay, is called high-latency communication. For low-latency communication, the end-to-end retransmission can lead to the unpredictable fluctuation in transmission rate, which is the phenomenon seriously affecting the quality of streaming of audio and/or video. For high-latency communication, the end-to-end transmitting time of a packet due to retransmission is extremely long because of hop count increment which can lead to very low end-to-end throughput.
2.2 Motivation

The traditional way to solve the end-to-end retransmission problem is either increasing the transmission rate or using the data aggregation technique to recover the lost or delayed packets instead of using retransmission mechanisms. Normally, increasing the transmission rate will increase the deployment cost, and using the data aggregation technique can result longer end-to-end retransmission when losing large packet sizes. With the spatial diversity, multiple radio access technologies in parallel can increase the network performance, but the delay of re-ordering and retransmission delay still occurs. Thus, FPP with spatial diversity and encoding redundancy is proposed in this research to effectively recover the delayed or lost packets instead of end-to-end retransmission. The proposed FPP is expected to provide more reliable and stable communication for low-latency communication.

3. System Architecture

Our approach to delay of re-ordering mitigation is based on two concepts – spatial diversity and encoding redundancy. Spatial diversity refers to the delivery of a data flow over multiple radio access technologies in parallel, e.g., LWA, LWIP, etc. Hence, spatial diversity is to be understood in the transport-layer sense (YouTube video is downloaded simultaneously over LTE and WiFi whereby each wireless link represents an independent data delivery paths), not in the conventional physical-layer sense (e.g., antenna diversity of MIMO transmissions). The aggregation of multiple independent wireless links, or data delivery paths, into one logical connection theoretically allows increasing the overall throughput and reliability† as well as reducing latency by resource pooling – an advantageous feature when single-path connections cannot achieve the user demands. A new fifth-generation air interface as well as the allocation of new (shared) frequency bands can be expected in the near future [17], because of the global mobile data traffic will increase nearly eightfold between 2015 to 2020, from 3.7 exabyte (EB) to 30.6 EB per month [3]. Although the 4G (LTE system) has now been deployed and is reaching maturity, it is hard to meet the demands that network will face by 2020. The ongoing network densification by SC deployments improving the overall connectivity also clear motivates a study in this direction.

Encoding redundancy is one way to compensate for the unavoidable errors or outages of wireless links by injecting an additional protection data into the actual flow of payload data. In the latency control context, the idea is to establish FPP that allows recovering lost or unacceptably delayed payload data without retransmissions before an application-required delivery deadline expires. Retransmissions minimize overhead related to missing data recovery, but they also non-negligibly increase data delivery delay by at least $1.5 \times$ of the connection round-trip time, i.e., transmission-to-acknowledgement time, as well as cause throughput drop in protocols with loss-based congestion control, e.g., sliding window protocols. The simplest example of encoding redundancy consists of a primitive replication of a data flow over multiple parallel paths; techniques more efficient in terms of the overhead are discussed subsequently.

3.1 Bandwidth Aggregation

Single-path scenarios are considered as data re-ordering due to imperfect flow splitting and scheduling in multi-path scenarios can be efficiently solved assuming in-order delivery in each path [18]. Our approach to latency control of mobile user services over a primary wireless link is based on the idea of trading latency for federated/excess bandwidth. More specifically, it is assumed that an additional wireless interface of a mobile device is seamlessly allocated for simultaneous delivery of subsequently specified FPP data over an independent secondary link (see Fig. 1). The FPP data are used to recover lost or intolerably delayed payload data packets on the primary link before the user application can notice such events. Generalization of this atomic set-up of multiple links carrying payload and/or FPP data is straightforward. The multi-path scheduler is a source of an independent and therefore herein ignored delay of re-ordering.

†Next-generation air interfaces may be prone to outages as the user body can efficiently block the propagation of the anticipated mm-wave carriers [16].
cies. Its implementation is based on the modified multi-path TCP (MPTCP), a backward compatible solution for seamless transport-layer integration of networking technologies that is standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [20]. Although the MPTCP working group reported five independent implementations [21], the integration of MPTCP and the proposed FPP is out of scope of this paper. It can be recognized as an extension to the work after the verification of effectiveness of the proposed FPP.

3.2 Forward Packet-Loss Protection (FPP)

A naive way of protecting payload data consists of their replication over $L$, which is defined as the number of parallel links. The fastest link determines the overall latency at the expense of $(L - 1)$-fold overhead. To compress the overhead to more reasonable levels, it is proposed to construct each FPP packet as a weighted random linear combination of $n$ payload packets by using binary exclusive or (XOR) operation [22]. The multiplicative weights are selected at random in an identical, independent, and uniform manner [23].

Figure 2 visualizes the simplest protection scheme under which $m$ FPP packets are generated for each $n$ consecutive payload packets. In Fig. 2, $m = 1$ and $n = 3$. As depicted by Fig. 3, the decoding of a payload packet missing by a data delivery deadline can be done in real-time by using the received generator packets and Gaussian elimination [22], [23]. If the combining weights ensure maximum rank of the Gaussian system, one FPP packet can be used to recover one missing payload data packet or a part thereof. Thus, the protection percentage ($\zeta$) defines the encoding protection strength of FPP, i.e.,

$$\zeta = \frac{m}{n} \times 100\% \quad (1)$$

e.g., $\zeta = 33\%$ in Fig. 2. Assuming that the link quality of primary link and secondary link is the same. When $\zeta = 0\%$, this means that FPP on the secondary link is not applied.

From a system point of view, one could require the protection data rate not to exceed the payload data rate, i.e., $m/n \leq 1$, as payload data duplication occurs for $\zeta = 100\%$. Yet in general, the instability of basic link characteristics such as effective throughput, delay jitter, and cross-traffic volume may justify a more complex design based on adaptive joint scheduling of FPP and payload data without an a priori primary/secondary characterization [18] but multipath scheduling issues are out of scope of this research contribution.

Besides the $\zeta$ factor, FPP also depends on the link quality of the primary link and secondary link. Hence, the link percentage ($\rho$) defines the percentage of effective transmission rate in between the secondary link ($R_{sec}$) and the primary link ($R_{pri}$), i.e.,

$$\rho = \frac{R_{sec}}{R_{pri}} \times 100\% \quad (2)$$

If the FPP is applied, the link quality of the secondary link cannot be zero, i.e., $R_{sec} \neq 0$. When $\rho = 100\%$, this means that the link quality of secondary link and primary link are the same.

Since FPP is depending on two factors, i.e., $\zeta$ and $\rho$, the FPP effectiveness coefficient ($FE$) is used to indicate the effective range of the FPP implementation. It is defined as

$$FE = \frac{\zeta}{\rho} \quad (3)$$

where $\rho \neq 0$. FPP effectiveness coefficient can range from 0 to $\infty$. An effectiveness of 1 ($FE = 1$) corresponds to a complete data duplication of the FPP. An effectiveness of 0 ($FE = 0$) indicates that the FPP is not applied, whereas an effectiveness more than 1 ($FE > 1$) represents that the FPP is not appropriately implemented. Essentially, the range of $0 < FE \leq 1$ indicates that the FPP is appropriately implemented.

The above description implicitly assumes protection against data loss or delay at the transport layer of the open systems interconnection (OSI) model, typically accommodating the connection-oriented TCP and the connection-less user datagram protocol (UDP). Accordingly, random linear combinations of TCP/UDP packets are sent as the secondary FPP information, and used by the receiver for recovery of data before they are passed on to the TCP/UDP modules.

Encoding protection can be implemented to lower OSI layers as well. The advantage consists in smaller size of FPP packets and earlier correction of errors, but only shorter
components of the overall end-to-end delay can be eliminated. Higher-layer errors would not be detectable nor correctable.

4. Quantification of Data Re-Ordering

This section describes the frequency and length of payload data re-orderings as well as the size of affected data blocks as measured in both LTE and WiFi networks. The trade off between the ζ of a secondary link and the achievable reduction of delay of re-ordering at the primary link is analyzed subsequently.

4.1 Definition

The following definitions that visualized in Fig. 4 are used to capture the frequently complex re-ordering events.

Let $P, T$ and $S$ indicate packet, time and sequence number respectively. Considering $P(T, S)$ is a TCP packet received in time $T$ and carrying a range $S(T) = [S_1(T), S_2(T)]$ of TCP sequence numbers. For example, a given time $t$, $S_1(t)$ represents the first sequence number, and $S_2(t)$ represents the last sequence number. TCP sequence numbers indicate individual bytes of ordered payload data. Packets arrive in unique times and each sequence number is received only once.

1. In-order
   A packet $P(T, S)$ is in-order if and only if (i) no sequence number higher than $S_2(T)$ has been received until time $T$ (i.e., no packets expected after time $T$ have been received); and (ii) $\cup_{t < T} \arg\max_p \{ (t, s) = [1, S_1(T) - 1]\}$ the union of sequence numbers of all previously received packets is a contiguous range, (i.e., no packets expected before time $T$ are missing).

2. Out-of-order
   A packet $P(T, S)$ is out-of-order if it is not in-order.

3. Re-ordering event
   A re-ordering event is defined as a time-wise contiguous sequence of out-of-order packets excluding any in-order packets. As shown in Fig. 4, the re-ordering event starts from an in-order packet and ends with the next consecutive in-order packet. $N$ is the total number of packets in the re-ordering event.

4. Ideal in-order delivery
   Ideal in-order delivery refers to how packets would have been received if no re-ordering event happened (see Fig. 4). Given the re-ordering event characterized by a sequence $P(T^i, S^i)$ for $i \in [1, \ldots, N]$ of out-of-order packets, where $S^i(T^i) = [S_1^i(T^i), S_2^i(T^i)]$, the ideal in-order delivery is defined as a sequence of packets $P(T^i, S^i)$ that are received in the original times $T^i$, and have monotonically increasing sequence numbers from the set $\cup_{i \in Q} S^i(T^i)$, i.e., $S_2^i(T^i) + 1 = S_1^i(T^{i+1}) \forall i \in [1, \ldots, N - 1]$.

5. Delayed in-order delivery
   Delayed in-order delivery is understood as a shift of all ideally in-order delivered packets $P(T^i, S^i)$ in time by the corresponding delay $D^i$, i.e., a packet sequence $P(T^i + D^i, S^i) \forall i \in [1, \ldots, N]$, where $S^i(T^i) = [S_1^i(T^i), S_2^i(T^i)]$.

6. Effectively lost
   Assuming maximum tolerable delay $D_{\text{max}}$ and $S^i = S^i$, an out-of-order packet $P(T^i, S^i)$ is effectively lost during the re-ordering event if the out-of-order packet $P(T^i, S^i)$ would have been received later than the corresponding packet $P(T^i + D_{\text{max}}, S^i)$ in the ideal in-order delivery sequence delayed by $D_{\text{max}}$, i.e., for given $i, \arg_T P(T^i, S^i) > \arg_T P(T^i + D_{\text{max}}, S^i)$.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

The captured traffic traces are analyzed in terms of:

1. Effective transmission rate ($R$) – average effective transmission rate of each measured scenario. The effective transmission rate is calculated as the measured number of units of data divided by the measurement time.

2. Payload data rate ($r$) – average physical data rate of the ideal in-order delivery sequence during the re-ordering event.

3. Delay of re-ordering ($D_r$) – delay by which the ideal in-order delivery sequence $P(T^i + D^i, S^i)$ of a re-ordering event must be delayed such that none of the out-of-order packets is considered effectively lost, i.e.,

$$D_r = \arg_{D^i} \max_{i \in Q} \{ \arg_p [P(T^i + D^i, S^i) - \arg_T P(T^i, S^i)] \}$$

for $S^i = S^i$ where $Q$ is the set of out-of-order packets when $0 < D^i \leq D_{\text{max}}$, e.g., $Q = 3$ in Fig. 4.

4. Delayed block size ($B_d$) – total number of out-of-order packets in bytes considered lost during a re-ordering event with respect to the ideal in-order delivery sequence ($D^i = 0$). It is the cardinality of the above set $Q$, i.e., $B_d = \sum_k B_k$, where $k \in Q, B$ is the block size in bytes.
5. average inter-event time separation – average time interval between two consecutive re-ordering events. Assuming consecutively a limited resolution of the user in distinguishing consecutive events, multiple short re-ordering events occurring within a period of 100 ms are counted only as single event.

4.3 Measurement Data

4.3.1 LTE Network

LTE re-ordering events are quantified based on TCP data captured in live LTE networks from February to March 2015 in the New York city, USA. Two kinds of tools are used to capture real life mobile data, i.e., *tcpdump* on Ubuntu (14.04.3 LTS) and Wireshark on Microsoft Windows 7. *tcpdump* is a free and common packet analyzer that runs under the command line. Wireshark is a free and open source packet analyzer that is used for network troubleshooting, analysis, software and communications protocol development. Two devices that are installed with Ubuntu and Microsoft Windows 7, respectively act as file transfer protocol (FTP) clients. One more device that is installed with Ubuntu acts as a FTP remote server. Four LTE universal serial bus (USB) modems LG VL600, Qualcomm 9630, LG G7, Huawei e3276s-150 are used in the data collocation with regular TCP. The default TCP CUBIC implementation, an advanced traffic control (RLC) layer of the LTE protocol stack. Yet buffer overflows can occur anywhere along the connections and can only be recovered by transport-layer retransmissions, resulting in the re-ordering event happened at the receiver side and associated with their delays. The measurement scenarios are uncooperative, e.g., UE is either “static” or “handover”. In our measurements, TCP is focused. It carries roughly 80% of Internet traffic and relies on explicit flow and congestion control in order to reduce the probability of data loss due to the congestion losses.

All of the captured real life traffic traces are analyzed under Ubuntu (15.04). The processing procedures are as follow:

1. Use *tcptrace*\footnote{O., Shawn, [Online]. Available: http://www.tcptrace.org/} to produce several different types of output containing information on each measurement scenario, such as elapsed time, bytes, sequence number and round trip times.

4.3.2 WiFi Network

WiFi re-ordering events are quantified based on regular TCP data captured from 3rd to 15th October 2015 at Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST), Japan. For WiFi access points (APs), Cisco Aironet 1252 and 3702i are used, which support with 802.11n only and both 802.11n and 802.11ac, respectively. Two devices act as FTP clients, one is Ubuntu (15.04) with *tcpdump*, and another is Mac OS X (10.11) with Wireshark. The server based on Ubuntu (15.04) directly connects with APs through Ethernet. The distance between APs is quite different due to their location in the buildings, the average distance of APs is about 23 meters. Both download and upload data is about 5 GB. Extensive traffic traces about 35 GB are obtained in the following scenarios:

- WiFi scenarios (triangle mark in the following graphs) Downlink/Uplink (DL/UL): 76 DL scenarios for both indoor and outdoor environments and 44 UL scenarios for only indoor environment with different distance from APs are traced. Two sub-scenarios are distinguished: (i) Static – UEs are static. (ii) Handovers – UEs move at normal walking speed. For DL, at least 4 APs handovers (roaming) are occurred. For UL more than 2 APs handovers are occurred.

4.4 Data Analysis

In this research, it is important to note that packet losses can occur anywhere in the network and at any layer. Physical layer losses of the LTE radio link can be mostly (but not always) recovered by using Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) mechanisms in the media access control (MAC) and radio link control (RLC) layer of the LTE protocol stack. Yet buffer overflows can occur anywhere along the connections and can only be recovered by transport-layer retransmissions, resulting in the re-ordering event happened at the receiver side and associated with their delays. The measurement scenarios are uncooperative, e.g., UE is either “static” or “handover”. In our measurements, TCP is focused. It carries roughly 80% of Internet traffic and relies on explicit flow and congestion control in order to reduce the probability of data loss due to the congestion losses.

All of the captured real life traffic traces are analyzed under Ubuntu (15.04). The processing procedures are as follow:

1. Use *tcptrace*\footnote{O., Shawn, [Online]. Available: http://www.tcptrace.org/} to produce several different types of output containing information on each measurement scenario, such as elapsed time, bytes, sequence number and round trip times.
Table 1  Statistical measurement results of each scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Effective Transmission Rate (Mbps)</th>
<th>Inter-event Time Separation (s)</th>
<th>Delay of Re-ordering (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>21.39</td>
<td>11.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WiFi</td>
<td>Handovers</td>
<td>30.85</td>
<td>12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>41.46</td>
<td>44.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handovers</td>
<td>34.79</td>
<td>33.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>5.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WiFi</td>
<td>Handovers</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>141.14</td>
<td>28.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Use xplot.org command to plot the figures of tcptrace output files, confirm the correctness.
3. If tcptrace output files are correct, treat them as input files to the original MATLAB program to output the results of Sect. 4.2.

Through the data analysis, the TCP maximum transmission unit (MTU) is also calculated, i.e., 1388 bytes in LTE networks, and from 1280 to 1420 bytes (average value is 1378 bytes) in different scenarios of WiFi. All of the measurement results (i.e., MC, SC and WiFi) are drawn in the same graphs in Sect. 4.5 because there is no much gap difference in the TCP MTU size (i.e., 1388 – 1378 = 10 bytes). Since both LTE and WiFi data rate are in Megabits per second (Mbps), thus the said gap difference is negligible.

4.5 Measurement Results

The statistical measurement results of each scenario are presented in Table 1, including average effective transmission rate, average time between two consecutive re-ordering events, average delay of re-ordering and their standard deviation (σ), respectively. A cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of measured payload data rate, delay of re-ordering, and delayed block sizes for each scenario are shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, respectively.

A wide range of data rates are used for the measurements. For WiFi, IEEE 802.11n (maximum data rate is 300 Mbps) and IEEE 802.11ac (maximum data rate is 1300 Mbps) based APs are used. For LTE, maximum data rate is close to 300 Mbps for SC, and only 150 Mbps for MC. The results of average effective transmission rate in Table 1 also confirm the reliability of the measured data. Here, the σ of effective transmission rate on “WiFi DL Static” is large due to using IEEE 802.11n or 802.11ac traces as “WiFi” scenarios. Table 1 presents that high average effective transmission rate implies more frequent re-ordering events happening in DL scenarios. Especially in SC/WiFi, the re-ordering event time separation is reduced to only a few seconds, and the delay of re-ordering is not as serious as MC DL scenarios, which can be easily recovered with the proposed FPP. With limited effective transmission rate, MC DL scenarios have longer inter-event time separation, but also have intolerably delay of re-ordering. Although WiFi handover scenarios have great effective transmission rate, the delay of re-ordering is much worse than in static scenarios. The σ results of delay of re-ordering obviously indicate how serious the problem of re-ordering event.

As we can observe from Fig. 5 to Fig. 7, the lines are crossed with each others and their performances of data transmission are randomly changed. The main reasons for these phenomena are that the effective transmission rates of each scenario are different and how the TCP mechanism works during the data measurements. From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the overall payload data rate of the 4 scenarios (“WiFi UL Handovers”, “MC DL Limited”, “WiFi
UL Static”, and “MC DL Unlimited”) is less than 1 Mbps. The corresponding payload of the other 6 scenarios are all greater than 1 Mbps. The fastest one is the “WiFi DL Static”, which has 80% more than 10 Mbps, and the lowest one is the “WiFi UL Handovers”, which has 90% less than 0.02 Mbps. The results of MC scenarios indicate that by reducing the DL payload data rate to approximately 10% of the achievable payload data rate (“MC DL Unlimited” vs “MC DL Limited”), the re-ordering event period reduces from 79 s to 34 s, while the delay of re-ordering reduces by almost 10-times. Thus, if the re-ordering delay can be minimized by the proposed FPP, the effective transmission rate would be further improved.

It can be seen in Fig. 6 that most of the scenarios have less than 400 ms overall delay of re-ordering, and only “MC DL Limited” and “WiFi UL Handovers” have intolerable delay of re-ordering (more than 70% worse than 1 s). Thus, referring to Fig. 5, it can be observed that high payload data rate normally leads low delay of re-ordering. E.g., “WiFi DL Static” has the highest payload data rate, it has the lowest delay of re-ordering. If the intolerable delay is set to 100 ms (audio level), all SC scenarios except “SC UL Static” cannot meet the requirement, which can be easily solved in Sect. 5 with FPP. SC DL/UL handovers have low impact on the overall payload data rate but cause major delay of re-ordering increase. The “WiFi DL Handovers” has low delay of re-ordering due to most of the out-of-order packets has efficient lost during its bad connection period. The “WiFi UL Static” also has the same situation because of less out-of-order packets (packets are in-order with long delay caused by retransmission).

Figure 7 indicates that the delayed data block size (monotonically increasing and often overlapping) refers to random, no matter with payload data rate and delay of re-ordering. Both “WiFi UL Static” and “WiFi UL Handovers” have less delayed block size than other scenarios due to either packets are in-order packets with long delay (retransmission) or out-of-order packets are efficiently lost. Left-bottom part of Fig. 7 indicates that effective losses of few packets that could be attributed to the failures of the physical/data link layers account only 5-20% of all losses in all studied scenarios. Such small effective losses can be easily recovered by using low constant-rate of $\zeta$. However, more typical losses of tens of packets either require a relatively high effective $\zeta$ for payload data recovery or simply make effective data recovery impossible.

In summary, it is observed that low average payload data rate implies less frequently re-ordering events happen, but characterized by generally serious delay of re-ordering. Small effective losses can be easily recovered by using FPP with low constant-rate of $\zeta$. Large-scale of out-of-order packets during a re-ordering event are caused by buffer overflows, which require a relatively high effective $\zeta$ for payload data recovery. Analysis also indicates that most of them are caused by the TCP congestion control algorithm. Due to the serious delay of re-ordering and frequent re-ordering events from the measurement results, it is necessary to eliminate or minimize the non-negligible delay of re-ordering.

5. Influence of Spatial Diversity and Encoding Redundancy

In this section, the influence of encoding redundancy and spatial diversity is analyzed to mitigate the delay of re-ordering, which means the influence of protection percentage ($\zeta$) and link percentage ($\rho$) to delay of re-ordering.

5.1 Influence of Protection Percentage

The influence between $\zeta$ and primary link delay of re-ordering consists in the fact that the replication of primary link data to the secondary link ($\zeta = 100\%$) minimizes the delay of re-ordering, while no FPP ($\zeta = 0\%$) implies inactive latency control. In this subsection, $\rho$ is set to 100% to show the influence of $\zeta$ only, which means there is no influence on the effective transmission rate of the secondary link. Since $\rho = 100\%$, the $FE$ is equal to $\zeta$. E.g., $\zeta = 100\%$ leads to $FE = 1$, which corresponds to a complete data duplication of the FPP.

To examine how data streams benefit from the FPP, let examine a scheme with a given constant $\zeta$ that attempts to recover all the effectively lost packets during each re-ordering event. More accurately, a reduced delay in second ($D_{\min}$) is computed as the minimum of (i) the delay of re-ordering $D_r$ experienced during a re-ordering event; and (ii) time needed for the delivery of FPP data size, which equals to the delayed data block size ($B_d$) given a payload data rate ($r$) of $\zeta$, i.e., as

$$D_{\min} = \min\left(D_r, \frac{B_d}{r \cdot (\zeta/100 \cdot r)}\right)$$

where $\zeta/100 \cdot r$ can be defined either as a relative fraction of the payload data rate experienced during the re-ordering event (Fig. 8), or in absolute terms (Fig. 9). Using payload

---

1LTE coding and modulation for average signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio allows transmitting thousand of bits over several units of LTE resource block.
data rate instead of the effective transmission rate is more accurate due to the TCP’s fluctuation in transmission rate.

It is observed from Fig. 8 that scenarios characterized by low physical data rate (both “MC DL Unlim-
ited/Limited” and “WiFi UL Handovers” scenarios) or short delay of re-ordering (“SC UL Static” and “WiFi UL Static”) do not benefit from FPP. In the former case, FPP is not suf-

ciently available due to limited data rate of ζ, while in the latter case, reductions of delay of re-ordering already short delay of re-ordering are negligible. The rest (SC DL scenarios, WiFi DL scenarios and “SC UL Handovers”) exhibit the right balance of sufficiently high data rate and long-

enough delay of re-ordering that makes the impact of FPP the most significant.

The benefits of FPP could be clearly enhanced by improving the data rate of the ζ. In this context, Fig. 9 shows the probability that the FPP data rate of the secondary link is lower than the payload data rate of the primary link. Nevertheless, the notion of primary and secondary link should be revisited when high relative ζ is required (comparable data rate of primary and secondary links). Let alone when the secondary effective transmission rate exceeds the primary one in this subsection.

We observe from right-top part of Fig. 7 that large-

scale of out-of-order packets in LTE network can be ex-

plained by the “Unacknowledged RLC Mode” which per-

mits to drop unacknowledged data during a handover. Al-

though it was not possible to confirm the RLC configura-

tion in the measured commercial networks, it can be gen-

erally stated that this mode is used for broadcast over mul-

ticast control channel (MCCH) and multicast traffic chan-

nel (MTCH) using multimedia broadcast multicast service single frequency network (MBSFN) or for voice over in-

ternet protocol (VoIP). The more common TCP/IP traffic is typically handled in the RLC “Acknowledged Mode” un-
der which unacknowledged packets are forwarded from the source E-UTRAN node B (eNodeB) to the target eNodeB to ensure in collaboration with the LTE packet data con-
gerence protocol (PDCP) layer an in-order non-duplicate data delivery processing even during handovers.

Figure 10 shows that preventing buffer overflows caused by the transport layer, e.g., by using delay-based congestion control as known from TCP Vegas or TCP Compound, the effectiveness of FPP-driven recovery from un-

avoidable data losses within the protocol stack is substan-
tially better compared to the case with uncontrolled over-

flows from Fig. 8. In particular, we observe that substan-
tially lower ζ allows achieving major reductions of delay of re-ordering, achieving an order of magnitude in SC net-

works rather than WiFi networks.

From Table 1 average inter-event time separation, ev-
Table 2  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Link</th>
<th>Secondary Link</th>
<th>$R_{pri}$ (Mbps)</th>
<th>$R_{sec}$ (Mbps)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_{Eradio}$</th>
<th>$F_{Evideo}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WiFi DL Static</td>
<td>WiFi DL Static</td>
<td>41.46</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC DL Static</td>
<td>21.39</td>
<td>51.66</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC DL Unlimited</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC DL Limited</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>28.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC DL Static</td>
<td>WiFi DL Static</td>
<td>41.46</td>
<td>193.81</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC DL Static</td>
<td>21.39</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC DL Unlimited</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>21.20</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC DL Limited</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>29.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11  
Correlation of round-trip time (RTT) under default CUBIC with re-ordering events as indicated by TCP Selective Acknowledgments (SACK) (“SC DL Static”).

...indence can be created by depicting the correlation between buffer overflow times, indicated by TCP Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) of out-of-order data, and round-trip time build-up under default CUBIC, a quantity directly proportional to queue occupancy in private queues typical for LTE and WiFi, e.g., see Fig. 11. Note that in such queues, cross-traffic cannot directly contribute to buffer occupancy or delay; it only affects the serving data rate.

5.2 Influence of Link Percentage

In this subsection, the influence of link percentage ($\rho$) is discussed. The standard latency requirements (SLR) of the audio and video are 100 ms and 10 ms, respectively. Four DL scenarios are selected out from the measurement data to be analyzed in pairs. “WiFi DL Static”, “SC DL Static”, “MC DL Unlimited”, and “MC DL Limited” are selected due to the significant contrast between them. From the quantitative analysis results of Sect. 4.5, we observe that “WiFi DL Static” has the lowest influence when re-ordering event occurs. Thus, it is the best choice as the primary link to analyze the influence of $\rho$. “SC DL Static” is selected as the primary link for comparative analysis. For the secondary link, the combination the two scenarios; “MC DL Unlimited” and “MC DL Limited” show the influence of $\rho$ on $FE$ clearly. Since SLR of audio or video is set, $\zeta$ is found to vary with the primary link quality, i.e., $\zeta = \frac{R_{pri}}{R_{sec}} \times 100\%$, where $R_{sec}/R_{pri}$ is the necessary effective transmission rate for FPP. The analysis results are listed in Table 2.

The value of $FE$ determines whether the FPP on the secondary link is appropriately implemented or not. Table 2 indicates that the $FE$ is inversely proportional to the $\rho$ accordingly to the secondary link quality. For example, when “WiFi DL Static” acts as the primary link, “MC DL” acts as the secondary link, when the $\rho$ of “MC DL Unlimited” is high, the $FE$ is low and vice versa for the “MC DL Limited.” FPP $FE$ can be enhanced by increasing $\rho$ or the quality of secondary link. Moreover, if $\rho > 100\%$, which means using high quality link as the protection link, the $FE$ will be quite small, although it is a waste of network resources. That is the case when “SC DL Static” that is protected by the “WiFi DL Static” is compared to “WiFi DL Static” that is protected by the “WiFi DL Static.” Low SLR requires high FPP $FE$, e.g., video. As we mentioned in Sect. 4.5, the data traffic under IEEE 802.11n/ac is traced for WiFi analysis, the performance is much greater than the normal situation by using IEEE 802.11b/g, which is unstable especially in public areas. As the secondary link, the performance of normal WiFi can be considered as similar to the analysis results of “MC DL Unlimited” and “MC DL Limited”.

5.3 Discussion

In summary, FPP exhibits the right balance of sufficiently high data rate and long-enough delay of re-ordering to proactively recover intolerably delayed data without end-to-end retransmission. FPP with adaptive-rate scheme enhances itself proactively in anticipation of major data losses must be generally coupled with rate adaptation in the transport layer, the $\zeta$ can be minimized and the FPP performance maximized (low-latency). The effectiveness of FPP also could be clearly enhanced by improving the effective transmission rate of its implemented link, i.e., secondary link in this research. Another way is that depicting the correlation between buffer overflow times by TCP selective acknowledgement and round-trip time. Moreover, the novel FPP ($FE$) is proposed to explicitly represent the effectiveness of FPP implementation. The value of $FE$ directly indicates whether the FPP is appropriately implemented or not. Also, how to efficiently use the secondary link will be the extension work of this paper, it will be discussed on the implementation in MPTCP environment.

For low-latency communication, the proposed FPP reduces the fluctuation of retransmission delay when packet loss occurs due to buffer overflow or transmission failures. As a result, the proposed FPP would stabilize the effective
transmission rate. Moreover, for high-latency communication, the end-to-end transmitting time of a packet due to retransmission is extremely long because of the hop count increment. In that case, the FPP can significantly increase the end-to-end throughput.

6. Conclusion

The networking scenario in which payload data are delivered over a primary link while protection data are delivered in parallel over a secondary link has been discussed. The protection data is used to mitigate delay of re-ordering of the payload data without the need for lengthy reactive retransmission. Its main design characteristic is the combination of spatially diversity multi-path data delivery with redundant FPP based on random linear codes. Extensive measurements of live carrier-grade LTE networks in the New York city, targeting both SC and MC scenario deployments, and WiFi scenarios in Japan are collected for detailed performance analysis. Results revealed that the most notable reductions in delay of re-ordering are observed in SC networks. It is also shown that the transport layer largely determines the $\zeta$ versus delay of re-ordering trade off. The necessity of cross-layer design with transport layer is realized as TCP-caused buffer overflows unnecessarily degrade the achievable latency performance. FPP in combination with buffer overflow prevention, e.g., via delay-based congestion control, is proposed to achieve even order-of-magnitude reductions of delay of re-ordering for low $\zeta$. Also, by the novel FPP $FE$, the effectiveness of FPP implementation can be explicitly represented.

Future works include the following parts: (i) In this research, processing of encoding time is not considered in the FPP due to the slight effect, this will be considered in the follow research to improve the precision of FPP performance; (ii) The FPP will be implemented and verified in MPTCP environment, and the integration between FPP and MPTCP will be discussed for the enhancement of network performance; (iii) The FPP can be implemented on both primary and secondary links, which can offer substantially increased performance (high throughput, low latency, etc.). It depends on the development of new specifications, e.g., LWA. The design of an intelligent switching mechanism based on the latency constraint or an adaptive data rate interaction algorithm between payload and protection packets is necessary for this direction; and (iv) The evolution of TCP SACK number based on average inter-event time separation is also one of the attractive extension of this research.
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